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Welcome to this year’s first
issue of the Lion’s Journal!
We have put together a
number of articles for your
enjoyment.
We are excited to launch a
number of new projects to
keep you—the ZIS community– as informed as possible.
Read on to discover our new
regular features such as
Person of the Month, where
we recognize individuals in
the students body for their
achievements.

You can also check out our
new Advice Column
“Asking for a Friend,” where
you can anonymously leave
questions or queries and we
will do our best to answer
them!
Further in this issue we have
an Exclusive Interview with
Mr. Markus regarding the
new schedule in our article
on The New Schedule.
Also look forward to reading
about the effects of heteronormative culture on lesbian relationships n the article
‘Do you like-like me?’

Also make sure to check out
the Film club’s latest movie
review,
Finally, we also have a piece
on diversity in our school and
the new club InterAction.
We hope that you enjoy this
issue.
Make sure to check out our
website for even more
articles!
Enjoy,
The Editors Team.

Welcome to... (drumroll please) ASKING FOR A FRIEND!
Hello Lions Journal
Enthusiasts!
I am pleased to announce
that we have an Advice
Column on the Lion's
Journal at long last!
I am sure that you have all
jumped out of your seats
with excitement upon hearing this news, and I look
forward to seeing your submissions.

Before we can solve your
problems, though, I got to
explain to you how this all
works.
Firstly, everything about
this column is anonymous.
Never will we share your
name or grade level unless
you want us to ( I mean
whatever floats your boat.)

(although using fake names
should be fine.)
Secondly, asking for advice
is as simple as ever. In the
Lion’s Journal website, find
the Asking for a Friend
page, and there you shall
find this very post.

Use the comment section
below the post; just write
Please don't name other peo- down your woes, and away
I'll go.
ple in your submissions...

I hope I'll help you to the
best of my abilities, and I
look forward to hearing
about all your tea!!!
Sincerely,
Asking For
a Friend
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Person of the Month By Ella F. and Anthony S.
Alex Weber (Grade 12) is
October's Lions Journal
Nominated Person of the
Month!
This month has been a
successful month for 11th
grade student, Alex Weber.

Not only is he succeeding in
his academics, but he has
been working harder than
ever in improving his tennis
skills.
The Lion’s Journal believed
that he deserves some recognition!

Lion’s Journal
Person of the Month:
Alex Webber!

When asked about how he
manages the two, he said
‘coming home late from
training has taught me not
to procrastinate and to use
my time wisely. I am actually more productive on days
when 21:00 than days when
I’m home at 18:00”.

Throughout the month of
October, Alex has managed
to increase his overall tennis
rank to 160th in
Switzerland, and 14th for his
age category.
His tennis journey began at
the age of six, and since then
he has only gotten stronger,
fitter, and more successful.
Currently, Alex trains two or
three hours a day after
school, and competes around
Switzerland on most weekends.

He is inspirational, and is a
constant reminder to us all
that in order to be successful, you need to put in the
hard work.
But, such great success is
not easy, and he must make
sure to balance tennis and
school work.
I’m home at 18:00”. Alex’s
dreams do not stop there, he
hopes that in the future he
can potentially pursue tennis
as his career.

Alex is an inspiration to us
all, and we hope that we
have made you aware of
someone who truly deserves
to be recognized for his hard
work.
Congratulations Alex, and
look forward to next
month’s nominated student!

Alex’s dreams do not stop
there, he hopes that in the
future he can potentially
pursue tennis as his career.

Our New Normal: The new schedule By Noa T.L.
Including an
exclusive interview
with Mr. Markus!

The new schedule, introduced last year in May, has
been one of the most controversial changes made by the
administration these past
couple of months.
Attracting both admiration
and strong criticism, the new
schedule has been a highly
debated topic among both
students and teachers.

Last year, when the administration announced the new
schedule, they outlined the
following goals as the reasons behind the schedule
change, and claimed that the
new schedule “achieves almost all the goals identified.”
These goals can be identified
in the next page:
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Goals identified by administration in the email
“Next Year’s Schedule and
End-of-Year Updates” sent
to students and parents on
the 14/05/2020

SL

HL

800
mins

880
mins

New 780
mins

860
mins

How has the Administration defended these changes?
One of the biggest questions
asked by students was in
regard to goal number two,
as many realized that the
schedule does not provide
more time for IB HL classes.
One student specifically
asked if we could calculate
the hours gained by IB HL
classes.

Per our calculations, shown
to the right, both HL and
SL classes lose 20 minutes of

instructional time per
month.
This adds up to 3 hours less
of instructional time in any
given class per school year.
When approached about the
topic in an exclusive interview, Mr. Markus defended
the change by claiming that
while the school had been
meeting its hour requirements, the problem with the
old schedule was that

“because we had this strange
scheduler where once in every four weeks you had a flex,
there was not really this
ability to keep up with your
courses. Those extra 85
minutes were tacked on in
random places.”

Old

Amount of instruction
time per course in new
versus old schedule

What have students been saying?
The infrequency of the flexes
last year, according to Mr.
Markus, was what caused
the issue for the IB.
Mr. Markus clarified that
while 240 hours is the goal
for IB HL courses, the
school was well within the
acceptable range of teaching
hours, and that no additional instruction time was needed.

Despite the claim of the administration that flexes in
the previous schedule were
not conducive and “tacked
on” to our regular classes,
students feel that the new
flex system doesn’t fare
much better.
One student claimed that
“you can't get anything done
during the 20 minute flexes
in class,” and elaborated

that “a lot of times they (the
flexes) feel quite useless.”
This is especially true in
classes where both SL and
HL students are taught at
once. Another student
claimed that the flexes are
hard because they are
“interrupted by class passing
time.”

Of students claimed
flexes are the worst
thing about the new
scheudle
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What is the faculty saying?
On the other hand, some
teachers pointed out that
the flexes do serve a purpose, in that they allow for
not only more flexibility if a
teacher needs more time to
do testing or run a minimocks.

Ms. Cole also pointed out
that the flexes are opportunities for students to
“reconnect with their
friends, have a snack and
maybe get rid of some built
up energy through the day.”

Regardless, Mr. Markus
pointed out that numbers
alone should not be the focus
when assessing the new
schedule.
While yes, classes lose 20
minutes of instructional time
per month, they also meet
more frequently, which
seemed to be something that
is appreciated.

per week is the “best part of
the schedule,” especially in a
school like ours where extracurricular activities often
mean that students have to
miss class.

For example, Ms.
Canzanella, who has taught
in the school for many years
and has seen countless different schedules, claims that
meeting her students 3 times

Other concerns about the new scheudle
“Five classes a day
is exhausting.” 12th grade student

Another concern of the student body has been about
the 5 classes per day instead
of 4 classes, which has also
led to less advisory time,
shorter lunches, less time for
homework , and less regular
breaks throughout the day.
When asked whether students would prefer the four
80-minute classes versus the
five 65-minute classes, a
small majority of the

52.9% of students prefer
four classes to five, even
if they are longer

students have showed a preference for the four classes
per day.
Despite 21% of students
expressing a liking to the
shorter class time, many
have also said that the five
classes per day with a short
lunch and no break between
certain blocks is
“exhausting.”

This has also been expressed
by some faculty members,
who describe a similar difficulty when having to teach
all five classes in one day.
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What about counseling blocks?
Another issue raised by
students is the conflict with
the new counseling blocks.
In the past, counseling
blocks occurred on the free
flex block every two weeks.
This year, however, counseling blocks occur weekly, and
have been scheduled on a
students free block (in most
cases.)
While the administration
claimed that this new arrangement provided less
scheduling conflicts for students, the student survey
suggests otherwise.

Looking at the replies of
12th graders, as they are the
only grade who had counseling blocks both this year and
last year, it is clear that
more students have scheduling conflicts with the new
schedule.

While 5% of the respondents
claimed to have had a scheduling conflict due to counseling last year, this year, that
number increased to 38%.
However, Mr. Markus did
say in his interview that as
this is the first year of the
new scheudle, this conflicts

were bound to happen and
that next year will be better
and smoother for everyone.
Further, when reaching out
to the college counselors, Ms.
Infante claimed that the
new schedule provides
“increased access for students” as there is more free
time to meet both with university and emotionalpersonal counselors.
She also added that college
counselors “appreciate the
dedicated time and space for
Grade 11 and 12 Counseling
Blocks.”

Increase in students who
have had a scheduling
conflict due to counseling
blocks this year based on
feedback from grade 12

Drawing conclusions
There is no denying that the
new scheudle has caused
quite an uproar here at the
upper school.
Both students and teachers
alike have expressed their
likes and dislikes of the
scheudle, and it certainly has
its advantages and disadvantages.

Bellow, the general attitude
towards the new schedule of
grades 10-12 who

experienced the old scheudle
can be seen.
However, once comforting
this to keep in mind is that
Mr. Markus guaranteed that
the administration is working on collecting feedback
and making improvements
to the scheudle.
That leaves a very real possibility that improvements
will be make for next year.

However, perhaps the most
thing to keep in mind is a
point that Ms. Canzanella
made, and that is that she
“is still not used to it.”
This schedule is a change,
and like any change, it takes
time to adjust to it and embrace it.

“We meet twice a
week and were like
‘okay, what’s still
not working?’” - Mr.
Markus on improving
the schedule

Perhaps until we do, we can
never truly judge or set our
opinions about the new
schedule.

The general attitude
of students towards
the new scheudle
who experienced
the old schedule
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Do you like, like-like me? By Sonja A.
Boy and girl talk. Boy and
girl decide to hang out.
Boy and girl spend hours
laughing at each others’
jokes and exploring cute
cafes, generally behaving
like characters in a John
Greene-esque scene.
Boy and girl kiss, date, live
happily ever after.

Caption describing picture

But aside from being oversimplified and way too romantic, this sequence is virtually impossible for folks
who are not cisgender and
heterosexual.

“So imagine what a
disaster it is when
two girls like each
other. “

What that means is that
girls grow into adolescence
knowing how to accept compliments, laugh politely at
jokes that aren’t funny, and
pick out uncomfortable outfits to wear to movies they
don’t want to see.
We don’t know how to express our interest in someone, understand our own
attractions and desires and
make bold moves

Having no experience as a
trans or non-binary person, I
won’t speak for that side.
But, let me tell you: dating
girls is hella difficult.
Being taught from birth that
one day, a smart, funny boy
will waltz in on his white
horse (super cool eco friendly
Tesla) and shining armor
(crisp sneakers and an off
white hoodie) and woo us
with his knowledge of feminist literature and early
2000s pop punk, we never
learn to do all those things
ourselves.
(know those steamy scenes
in teenage dramas where one
of the characters pushes the
second against a wall? Yeah,
it’s always the girl who’s got
her back to the wall).
So imagine what a disaster it
is when two girls like each
other. With none of the
cocky, self-assured matingoriented skills of testosterone
-fueled males.

According to the narrative,
only boys make the first
move and do all of the subsequent flirting and heavy
courtship lifting (literal lifting, too, but that’s an entirely separate subject).

Yeah.
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What ends up happening,
and what I’ve personally
encountered in any interactions with queer girls I also
happen to be attracted to, is
lack of initiative.
A wlw (wlw stands for woman loves woman, or any
same-sex relationship and/or
inclination between two
women whether they are
lesbian, bisexual, pansexual,
or otherwise attracted to the
same sex) date goes something like this:

This is called the Sexual Underperception Bias, and it is
the umbrella term for more
specific theories like the
Skeptical Commitment Bias;
both fall under the broad
subject of Error Management Theory, the framework
of cognitive and perception
biases that dictate how humans make decisions, coined
by David Buss and Martie
Hasselton.
In short, the Sexual UnderThe results?
88% of women said that
their friendliness has been
misperceived at least once in
their lifetime, meaning that
men were likely to misjudge
female behavior.
What is even more shocking
is that there was almost no
difference in results between
the Norwegian study and
the American study, despite
the elapsed time and difference in Gender Inequality
Index as judged by the UN
(42 in the US vs 5 for Nor-
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Girl meets girl. Girls spend
hours engrossed in conversation and engaging activity.
Both girls are very attracted
to each other.
Each girl is too scared to
make a move. No flirting
takes place.
Girls go home and ruminate
in solitude.

But my frustrating experience is supported not only
by fellow women, but also
scientific theory.
Behavior and psychology
researchers have long since
proposed that women tend
to underestimate the degree
or seriousness of sexual behavior or interest directed
towards them.

Of course, I am not in any
way an authority on samesex dating. In fact, I can
probably count all of the
girls I've kissed on the fingers of one hand.
perception Bias explains
that, evolutionary speaking,
women would suffer much
worse consequences of misinterpreting a potential partner’s intentions than a man
would.
For example, falsely identifying a man as committed
and serious about the relationship could lead to raising
a child without a father.
This theory can be proved
by studying the opposing
way), meaning that societal norms and heightened
equality do not play a role
in perceived interpersonal
relationships.
So what does this mean for
us, queer girls? Pretty
much, it is very, very hard
for most us to flirt.

side: men’s sexual overperception bias.
In a 2014 Norwegian study
that was trying to replicate a
study done 11 years earlier
in the United States, 308
heterosexual university students between 18-30 years of
age were asked whether their
friendly, nonsexual behavior
had been misinterpreted as
romantic by the opposite
gender.

“women would
suffer much worse
consequences of
misinterpreting a
potential partner’s
intentions than a
man would. “
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Do you like, like-like me? (Cont.)
Not only are women in general more likely to mistake
sexual behavior for friendliness, but being part of the
LGBT+ community, which
for obvious reasons is more
liberal, dismissive of gender
norms, and egalitarian, does
not lessen those biases.
This can be seen also in the
cultural perception of gay
men as feminine and “soft”,
despite there being an infinigte range of personalities
and preferences on the spectrum.

Some queer girls approach
this issue by presenting gender as more traditionally
feminine or more masculine/
androgynous in behavior
and appearance.
Obviously, gender identity is
not a “strategy” to overcome relationship issues, but
it is interesting to see how
we present gender in cis- or
transgender relationships
influences our behavior and
the implicit societal gender
norms between partners.

Is it easier for you to establish your interest in a traditionally femme girl as a traditionally butch girl?
Probably.
Does this reflect our ingrained sexist views of men
as dominant and women as
submissive?
Maybe.

“Clubs like SAGA
provide a safe space
for queer students to
talk about their
identity, but they
don’t actually solve
the issue of dating”

In our school community,
these issues of communication and misunderstanding
are rife. As Anna Kuznetsova said in an interview,
“You can have a
‘flirtationship’ going. Girls
are quite flirty, even when
they’re straight, so it’s difficult to see if they’re interested in a friendly kind of way
or a romantic kind of way.”
Even in our very open community, it can be difficult
for non-heterosexual relationships to surface.
As Anna also pointed out,
you don’t want to make a

person uncomfortable or
ruin a friendship in case she
isn’t interested, which poses
yet another challenge.
Clubs like SAGA provide a
safe space for queer students
to talk about their identity,
but they don’t actually solve
the issue of dating: a student
who preffered to stay anonymous said that the small
wlw communities in ZIS
usually merge into a friend
group and, for peacekeeping
reasons, do not date within
the friend group.
As high school students, we
are dealing with many
“firsts” and many complex

new problems, same-sex dating being just one of them.
I might find that as time
goes on I’m able to differentiate friendliness from flirtation more easily -- or maybe,
it will always remain a puzzle. My hope for anyone
whom this article resonates
with is to be bold and be
assertive: ask her out! Wear
a huge rainbow flag on coming out day! Never apologize
for who you are, and keep
trying to find your person no
matter how well she’s hiding.
Oh, and if anyone’s interested, I’m single!
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Film Review: AQUAMEN
Half-human, halfAtlantean, Arthur is born
with the ability to
communicate with marine
creatures and breathe
underwater. He goes on a
quest to retrieve the
legendary Trident of Atlan
and protect the water
world., while on a journey
to discover his real identity
and powers.

Max Jacobson’s Review
WHY DOES THE QUEEN
OF ATLANTIS KNOW
NOTHING ABOUT THE
SURFACE?

The teen actor for Arther
was hilariously bad. Manta
was a pointless villain who I
felt no empathy for.

There was too much telling
instead of showing and every
time.

Mera's costume was ridiculous and OCEAN MASTER?
ARE YOU JOKING?

Arther did anything remotely cool, that dumb guitar
twang would play. CGI
looked way too rubbery.

The only thing I liked was
the casting of Arther, he's
perfect, everyone else was
ugh.

I promise I won't be as pessimistic in the future :)
Rating: 1.5/5

Pedro’s Review
Aquaman is not for everyone, but if you want to entertain yourself with a completely self-aware, colorful,
cheesy superhero movie, I
am sure you are going to
have a blast.

Aquaman clearly takes a lot
of inspiration from adventures by Indiana Jones and
cinematography from Avatar, but still, the talent behind the screen can’t be ignored.

This movie definitely follows
many superhero conventions: an evil villain, the
hero in a journey to find his
real role as a king, and a
cliche romantic arc throughout the plot. Additionally,

James Wan, the director,
shows domain over his work,
giving a style and look that
fits the whole purpose of his
work. Costumes and special
effects gave a superb look to
this colorful over the top

aquatic world. However,
Aquaman is far from perfect.
The 1st act is clearly rushed
and lacks in essence, the villain is cliche, and the characters can’t stop saying over
motivational quotes (“we
don’t need a king, but a hero!”). Overall, I can’t say I
disliked Aquaman: it is very
entertaining and bald in various aspects, however, there
is much to be improved.
Rating: 3.5/5

AVERAGE RATING

2.43/5
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The Race to Diversity By Yasmin D.
One of the biggest divides in
today’s society is the notion
that the lack of diversity is
not a problem.
Diversity has been becoming
more relevant in our lives.
The rise of the Black Lives
Matter Movement is a topic
that has been making headlines in the news a lot recently.
Due to easier social media
access, protests in the wake
of the killings of George
FLoyd, Breonna Tayler,
Ahmaud Arbery, Tony
McDade and many others

have turned into a worldwide movement.

orientation, religious beliefs
and political beliefs.

As we observe today’s world,
it is evident that racism has
been an ongoing world wide
issue for centuries, and we
must ask ourselves: what are
we doing to help bring this
to an end?

The Zurich International
School (ZIS), represents students from 52 different nationalities, so it is fair to say
that ZIS is diverse in nationalities.

Diversity is a broad term,
but it relates to understanding that each individual is
unique and therefore we
must recognize our individual differences. These differences can be interms of race,
ethnicity, gender, sexual

However, it is arguable that
we still lack diversity in categories such as religion, so-economic status, political
beliefs and race. As a school,
it is our responsibility to
promote equality and diversity.

“To catch the
reader's attention,
place an interesting
sentence or quote
from the story here.”

Prior to this year, the only
focus on diversity was implemented through the Teacher
Diversity Committee, that
focused on racial awareness
and prejudice. However, in
light of the Black Lives Matter Movement, student interest sparked.
“The Zurich International
School (ZIS), represents
students from 52 different
nationalities”

This year, the Student Diversity Committee, led by
Lucy Reza, Ruby Nwose
and Helena Gordon-Agbaje,
set up a club called InterAction with the help of Mr.

Maley, Ms. Cole and Ms.
Hoekstra. InterAction explores the idea of diversity
and helps to reinforce that
agenda in school.
The club allows students to
make changes to ZIS by displaying portraits of famous
people of colour and hosting
fun flexes promoting awareness of diversity.
Not only does the club raise
awareness, it is also a space
where students can hang out
and feel safe.

The club will be working
with other humanitarian
clubs at ZIS such as SAGA,
Amnesty International and
Just One Africa to communicate their message to a
bigger audience.
In the future, InterAction
wants to tackle homophobia,
transphobia and sexism as
well. If you are interested in
any of these topics feel welcome to join the InterAction
club on Tuesday lunchtime!
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Next to the InterAction
Club, a new Diversity Curriculum has also been established.
The Diversity Curriculum is
a curriculum that will take
place during advisory lessons
as well as some subject classes.
There will be workshops
that focus on educating students and spreading awareness about racial issues. The
9th Graders may have already noticed they had a
Socratic Seminar about race
during their English class.
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Although this was unofficial,
it’s definitely a start! As of
now, there hasn’t been a
detailed outline about the
new curriculum, but will
become more prominent
soon.
ZIS, as a community,
should care about diversity
as our world itself is diverse
and vast. The goal is to create an environment that’s
more culturally and racially
aware.

rounded without an in-depth
education on race?
ignorance around racial issues throughout the school.
Helena Gordon-Agbaje (cofounder of the InterAction
club and Diversity curriculum, Grade 12) said:
(cont. bellow)
Caption describing picture
or graphic.

We often refer to ourselves
as “well rounded people”,
but how can we be well

“To catch the
reader's attention,
place an interesting
sentence or quote
from the story here.”

“I don’t want other students
to feel like that. You feel like
you’re entering a safe space
but then you’re blindsighted
by the prejudice. As important as it is to educate
everyone on racial awareness, my personal goal is
making sure that students of
colour feel safe because
that’s what they deserve,
like everyone else. To feel
represented, safe and really
cared about”.
Many of us come from different backgrounds, nationalities and cultures, therefore

we will all come across people and situations that strike
us as new and different.
As a school we need to remember that we should treat
people with integrity and
respect, despite someone
being “different” from our
own point of view.
When asking Ruby Nwose
(cofounder of the Interaction
Club and Diversity Committee, Grade 11) about why
the new curriculum is important for our community,
she stated: “Two of ZIS’
pillars are Care and Lead,

and we’re hoping the curriculum aids in reinforcing
those standards. We teach
our students to be leaders,
and successful leaders must
always include others, no
matter what differences they
may have”.

Caption describing
picture or graphic.
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The Race to Diversity (Cont.)
However, diversity does not
exist without inclusion.

“However, diversity does
not exist without
inclusion. “

As a school, it is important
that every student feels a
sense of belonging. “We
want to make sure that kids
of colour at ZIS feel safe,
welcomed and comfortable
to be themselves, without
fear of harassment or microaggressions'' (Helena Gordon-Agbaje).
Ruby Nwose identified another important goal as she
said: “We are also teaching
students to empathize with
ideas and experiences that

they are unfamiliar with.
This will help students to
work with differences in
their future work environments as well as help students that come from diverse
backgrounds to feel safe and
seen” (Ruby Nwose).
As for many of us, these are
our final years at ZIS, this is
a really important time to
implant values regarding
race into the whole ZIS community. “It’s not a sprint,
it’s more of a marathon.
This isn’t something that is
hopefully ever going to end.

Any type of anti-racism
work doesn’t have an ending, there’s always something that can be better” (Helena GordonAgbaje).
Of course there is a long way
to go to end racism, but by
making our school more diverse and a safe place for
everyone, we are coming
closer to the finish line.
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Next Publication Date!
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Thank You!
Thank you for reading the very first issue of the Lion’s Journal!
Thank you to all Lions Journal members, and any
other clubs that have helped the publication of this
issue.
If you would like to contact the Lions Journal, feel
free to email ntalilevi@zis.ch, and we will do our
best to get back to you!
Feel free to email comments, ideas, or suggestions,
and we might implement them in our next issue!
The Lions Journal Club

07/12/20: Our second issue! Look
forward to more fun articles from
the Lion’s Journal!

